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Assembly Language Manual
The BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, Pascal, and Assembly Language Manuals describe the system's
programming languages. Each manual specifies both the language itself and also operating instructions for that
language. For Pascal, the manual is supplemented by a popular text, Pascal User Manual and Report.

x86 Assembly Language Reference Manual
14 x86 Assembly Language Reference Manual—November 1995. 1. movl (%ebx, %esi, 4), %eax Multiply the
contents of%esi by 4 and add this to the contents of%ebx to produce a memory reference.

Virtual AGC Assembly
Introduction This manual covers AGC4 assembly-language, as accepted by the yaYUL assembler program.
Additionally, AGC4 interpreter-language is covered. The original Apollo documentation from which the
information presented here was derived, in roughly descending order of importance, is:

8051 Instruction Set Manual: 8051 Instruction Set Manual
The 8051 Instruction Set Manual explains the standard 8051 instructions. The 8051 Instruction Set is supported
by the Keil Ax51 Macro Assembler and the in-line Assembler of the Keil Cx51 Compiler. This manual contains
the following chapters: Architecture Overview describes the memory layout and CPU registers of several 8051
variants. Opcodes lists all opcodes ordered by opcode HEX value.

Assembly Language: Step
Assembly language is almost certainly the most difficult kind of computer programming, but keep in mind that
we're speaking in relative terms here. Five pushups are harder to do than five jumping jacks—but compared to
running the Marathon, both amount to almost nothing. Assembly language is more difficult to learn than Pascal,
but compared to

Intel 8080/8085 Assembly Language Programming
Almost every line of source coding in an assembly language source program translates directly into a machine
instruction for a particular processor. Therefore, the assembly language programmer must be familiar with both
the assembly language and the processor for which he is programming.

Assembly Programming Tutorial

Assembly language is a low-level programming language for a computer or other programmable device specific
to a particular computer architecture in contrast to most high-level programming languages, which are generally
portable across multiple systems.

Intel® 64 and IA
Ten-Volume Set of Intel® 64 and IA-32 Architectures Software Developer's Manuals. Document Description
Intel® 64 and IA-32 architectures software developer's manual volume 1: Basic architecture Describes the
architecture and programming environment of processors supporting IA-32 and Intel® 64 architectures.

Assembly language
Assembly language usually has one statement per machine instruction, but comments and statements that are
assembler directives, macros, and symbolic labels of program and memory locations are often also supported.
Each assembly language is specific to a particular computer architecture and sometimes to an operating system.

